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In 1953, Monod and Cohen-Bazire a· "·ell as Cohn, Cohen, and l\Ionod ~ hmYed 

that an amino acid may repress the last enzyme in the biochemical path,Yay \Yhich 
leads to the formation of that amino acid. 

Four years later, H. J. Vogel found that arginine, \Yhen added to a gro"·ing bac
terial culture, represses the formation of acetyl ornithinase (one of the early enzyme::; 
along the biochemical pathway leading to arginine), \Yhich converts acetyl-ornithine 
into ornithine. This observation provided rather trong circumstantial e\·idence 
in favor of the view that enzyme repression may b part of the normal regulatory 
mechanism of enzyme formation in bacteria. 

Subsequently, it occurred to \Verner l\Iaas that inducer \Yhich enhance the 
formation of an enzyme when added to a- growing bacterial culture may perhapR 
be capable of doing o only becau e there is a repres or present in the cell, and that 
the inducer might perhaps do no more than inhibit some enzymes "·hich are in
volved in the formation of the repressor. Thus the inducer would enhance the for
mation of an enzyme only because it reduces the concentration of the rep1wsor in 
the cell. (Oral communication, April, HJ.57. ) 

At that time, the best investigated case of enzyme indurtion \Y<lS the induction 
of the enzyme 13-galactosidase. Milton Weiner helped my UllderstundiJJrr of the 
induction of this enzyme greatly by pointing out that it. ind uct.ion m u::'t be con
sidered in conjunction with the biochemical pathway leading from g~1lucto~e to glu
cose-1-P. (Oral communication, January, 1957.) 

The induction of 13-galactosidase in a culture of bacteria growing on succinate or 
lactate, as the carbon source, is inhibited by adding glucose to the gro\\·ing culture. 
From this I was led to infer t,hat some metabolite, intermediate in the sequence of 
metabolites lying between galactose and glucor:;e-1-P, is the precursor of the re
pressor of 13-galactosidase. Further, in line with the abow quoted suggestion of 
\Verner Maas, I was led to surmise that certain galudosides mu.v ii1duce 13-gabcto
sidase, by inhibiting enzymes which lie on the biochemical pat1may bet\\·een glu
cose 1-P and the intermediate metabolite that may be the prr·eursor of the repressor 
of this enzyme. 

I believe that some such galact.osides may in fact inhibit one of these enzymes 
and this may explain, in part, why the rate of formation of p-grLlactosidase rises 
faster than linearly with the intracellular concentration of the inducing galactoside. 
However, since I was not able to explain on an~r similar basi ~ the induction of the 
degradative enzymes by their substrate, I was 1Pd to a.sKlilr"te that the inducer mu ~t 

be able to exert an effect which goes beyoucl inhibiting the formation of a.Tepressor. 
In particular, I was led to belieYe that a repr~s. or may reduce the m.te of formation 
of the enzyme hy combining with an enzyme molrcule which i·· still attached to it. 
enzyme-forming site, and that it may thereh~· someho"· pre,·ent the attached en
zyme molecule from leaving its enzyme-forming Rite.t According to this ,-ie"· tlw 
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repressor combine~ with a specific site, the controlling site, of the "attached" en

:<~yme molecule, and an inducer may then enhance the formation of the enzyme 

by competing \Yith the repres. or molecule for this site. 

I was further led to belieYe that the repre sor of the enzyme ,8-galactosidase 

might be a molecule compo ed of two moieties. One of the e (which '''e may call 
the metabolite moiety) might be a galacto. ide and the other (which we may call 

the R moiety) might perhap. be a polynucleotide. Certain galacto ides would 

then enhance the formation of the enzyme /]-gal::tcto ida e by competing for the 

controlling ::;itc of the attached enzyme molecule with the metabolite moiety of the 

rcpre;-;sor. 

A model which wa based on this mechanism of induction and repression of 

enzyme formation in bacteria was presented by me in a paper given at the annual 

meet in" of the German Chemical Society in Berlin (Oct. 7, 1957) and in lectures, 

gi\·cn in the subsequent ix months, at various institutions actively intere ted in 

the problem of enzyme induction. 

The model nppearcd to be capable of accounting not only for enzyme repre. ion 

but. abo for some aspects of antibody formation in mammals. It was not then 

clear, ho\\·eycr, whether it might provide a convincing explanation for the phe

nomenon of Ja. ·ting immunity. Such la, ting immunity manifests it elf in the 

scconcbry antibody rc.-ponse which may be elicited in mammal such as the mbbit 

when it is given lLll injection of an antigen by which it had beeu immunized earlier. 

This seconda,ry rcspon ·e can be elicited even if the econd injection of the antigen 

follow.- the first injection of the antigen after a very long time inten·al and thu. it 
im·oh·ef; a <~memory" which fades s,way only very slowly. 

In tlw post wn,r ye::~rs the study of inducible enzymes received it impetm: hiefly 

from .Tarqncs ~lonod's studies of the induction of the enzyme ,B-galactosida e, at 

the lnst it ut P:tsteur in Paris. The induction of this enzyme turned out to b a 

wry ~o1npkx phenomenon, however, and until recently it could only be inferred 
thn.t it inyq]\·ed enzyme repression. 

T'wo year:-< ngo, when the model here discussed was first presented, it was sup

ported onl~- h~· ~ca.ttered experimental facts. In particular the tenet that the 

R moiety might he a polynucleotide was ba ed on rather tenuous circumstantial 
e\·idem·c. 

In the l:l:-<t t "·o yenrs. hmYever, very considerable progress has been made in the 

.tudy of C'nz.,·me induction nnd enzyme repre ion. Thus an experiment by Arthur 

Pardee, Frn.ncois .Jucob, nnd Jacques l\fonod has provided evidence in favor of the 

Yie\\· th[lt the phenomenon of enzyme repression may play a major role in the 

induction of 11-g[lbetosida~e. Recent experiment performed by Luigi Gorini, at 

the :\leclic[l] School of llarY:.ll'd Univcrkity, and by George Cohen, Francois Gros, 

Franeoif' .Jacob, \Yerner :\bu,:, J:1eques l\Ionod, and Arthur Pardee, at the Institut 

Pasteur. support the Yicw that c·nzyme repression may be the key to the under

standing nf the phenomenon of enzynw induction in general. 

One 'Jf these recent <'Xperirnents shows tlwt a bacterial gene "-hich is responsible 

for the repres. ion of the enzyme ,8-gubctosidase may exert it effect not by causing 

the synthesi.~ of an enzyme, but rather by causing the synthesis of a molecule which 

is not a protein. This remarkable finding is consistent with our notion that this 
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gene might cause the formation of the R moiety of the repre sor of {J-gnln.~'to.,;iJ:t~t · 
and that this R moiety might be a polynucleotide. 

Apparently, the results of all these newer experiments are, so far, ·till con. isteJII 
with the model formulated two years ago, and, in this limited sense, they lend 
support to the model. 

REPRESSION AND INDUCTION OF THE FORMATIO 'OF ENZYMES IN BACTERIA 

1. Enzymes Leading to Glucose-1-P.-There are numerous repressible enzyme'· 
involved in the biochemical pathways which lead from a carbon source to glucose-
1-P. In general, the formation of such enzymes is inhibited by glucose. This 
is quite con istent with the views on enzyme repression here adopted and may 
be readily understood on the basis of the considerations presented by :\eidhardt 
and Magasanik (1956). 

I propose to skip the discussion of this large class of enzymes in favor of discussing 
two other large classes of enzymes which we may designate as "special anabolic 
enzymes" and "degradative enzymes." 

2. Special Anabolic Enzymes.-The enzymes which lie along the biochemical 
pathways that lead to the formation of an amino acid. a purine, or a pyrimidine, 
we shall designate as "special anabolic enzymes." We shall single out the enzymes, 
Ei, involved in the biosynthe is of the amino-acid arginine a~ being repre ·entati,·e 
for the enzymes of this class. 

One of these enzymes, ornithine transcarbamylase, which convert.: ornithine into 
citrulline, has been studied by Luigi Gorini and Werner Maan. In a certain train 
of coli, the formation of t his enzyme may be repre £ed by adding arginine to a 
growing bacterial culture. If the int racellvlar concentration of arginine is lowered 
in a mutant which cannot convert citrulline into arginine by growing it at a slow 
rate in a chemostat, with arginine as a controlling growth factor, then the rate of 
production of the enzyme is raised by a factor of about 25. 

We shall refer to enzymes whose rate of production can be thus raised as "boost
able" enzymes. 

The high rate of enzyme production which may be obtained in the case of such a 
"boostable" enzyme by lowering the intracellular concentration of a eontrolling 
metabolite may represent the "full rate" at which an enzyme-forming site is ca
pable of synthesizing the enzyme. 

There are other strains of coli in which the rate of formation of ornithiue trans
carbamylase .cannot be boosted by lowering the intraC'ellular concentration of 
arginine or any other known metabolite. We shall not discuss these "un ooo. table" 
strains in the present paper. 

We do not assume that the molecule responsible for the repression of ornithine 
transcarbamylase in the "boostable" strains is arginine itself. We rather assume 
that the repressor REP1 of the enzymes Et is a composi1e molecule which consists 
of two moieties. One of these, the "metabolite" moiety, is arginine: thC' othN 
is a moiety which we shall designate by Rt and to which we shall refer a the H
moiety. Thus we may write for tbe chemical formula on the repressor REP i 

REP; = (arginine - Ri) 
As stated above, the R moiety of such a repressor molecule might pos~ibly be u 

polynucleotide. 
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Our model for the repression of the enzyme. Ei, invoh·ed in the biosynthesis of 
:trginine, i · as follo-ws: 

We assume that t he polypeptide chain of the enzyme molecule is synthesized 
nlong a specific enzyme-forming t:ite, which determines the amino-acid equence of 
the polyp ptide. This polypeptide folds up to form the enzyme molecule, but this 
wolecu le remain attached, perhapf' through a covalent bond, to the enzyme
forming site. If there are repres ·or molecule pre cnt in the cell \Yhich are specific 
fur this nzyme, then the metabolite moiety of a repressor molecule may reYersibly 
combine with the controlling site of the attached enzyme molecule (and the R
moiety migl1t perhaps rever.-ibly combine with the purine and pyrimidine ba. e 
11f t lw enzyme-forming site it elf). \Ve postulate that an "attached" enzyme 
molecule, which is so combined with a repressor molecule cannot leave its euzyme
funning sit and accordingly the formation of the enzyme may thu, be repre~sed. 

Conceming the mechani m of the action of the repr sor we may a r;ume-pom 
fi.rer les idees- that there i orne universal enzyme C pre. ent in the cell ,,-hich can 
,-plit t he covalent bond that t ies newly-formed enzyme molecules to their enzYme
forming site. The repres::;or molecule, when it i combined \vith an attathed enzyme 
molecule, sets up a "steric hindrance" and may thus prevent the univerr;al enzyme [_; 
from splitting the covalent bond. 

We po tulate that t he enzymes E i, lying along a biochemical pathway that lradf' 
to an amino acid, have two specific combining sites, the "catalytic" site and the 
"controlling" ·ite. -.... 

...... 
In the case of an enzyme which catalyzes an early step in t he bi synthetic path-

'my, leading 1 o an amino acid, a purine or a pyrimidine, t here need be little chemical 
resemblance between the ::;ubstrate of t he enzyme and the amino acid, the purine, or 
the pyrimidine, which lie at the end of the biosynthetic pathway and " -hich may 
he capable of n 'pressing the formation of the enzyme. The substrate has a specific 
chemical affinity to the catalytic site of the enzyme, and the end product of the 
hio,-_vnthetic c huin , the amino acid, the purine, or the pyrimidine, has a speci fie 
affi11ity to tl1e colltrolling ::;ite. Therefore in the case of these "early" enzymes, the 
eom hin ing :-pecificity of the catalytic site and of the controlling site might be quite 
different. 

In the cn:-;e of the enzyme which lie towards the end of the biochemical pathway, 
however, the "uhs1r:He of the en zyme is likely to be a chemical analogue of the 
"c11d product '' a11d '"e may expect it therefore to have specific chemical affinity 
not only for the catalytic site but also for the controlling site of the enzyme. 

3. Degradaht·e Enzym C's EJ.-The enzymes involved in the degradation of trypto
phane to .0-keto-~ldipic acid by Pseudomonas fiuorescens may be taken to be repre
sentutiH' for a11other large class of enzymes, the "degradative enzymes." There 
are sew11 c' ll z_,·meB inYoh·ed in the degradation of tryptophane, and the formation 
of each of them can be enhanced by adding the substrate of the enzyme to the 
gron·ing bac1 erial culture. 

There is a ,-u::;t array of compounds which can be oxjdized by bacteria such as 
P . .fllloresc( t iS . H. Y. Stanier estimated their number at more than 50 and esti
n _:J ed that at le:.tst 200 enzymes participate in their degradation. The formation 
of each of 1 he:·e enzymes mny be expected to be enhanced by adding its substrate 
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to the growing bacterial culture, and we may therefore regard these "degradatiw 
enzymes" as "inducible" enzymes. 

We po. tulate that the degradative enzymes E; also have two specific combining 
sites, a catalytic site and a controlling site. Since in the case of the degradative 
enzymes the sub trate of the enzyme is an inducer of the enzyme, lYe assume that 
the substrate of. uch a degradative enzyme ha a ubstantial chemical affinity for 
the controlling site a. well as the catalytic site. In the case of the degradati1·e 
enzymes, E 11 we may therefore expect the t"·o combining sites to be similar in their 
combining specificity for any given metabolite ltf. 

The metabolite moiety of the repressor of a degradative enzyme might be either 
the suhstrate itself or else a metabolite further down the degradati1·e pathway 
which is still a chemical analogue of the sub trate. 

If the metabolite moiety of the repre sor i the substrate itself, and if the concen
tration of the repre . or rises more slowly with increa. ing intracellular concentra
tion of the sub. trate than the concentration of the ubstrate, then the substrate 
must be an inducer of the enzyme because it compete "·ith the repre ~or for the 
attached enzyme molecule. 

The concentration of the repre sor would rise more slowly than the concentration 
of the su h:trate, for in tance, if the limiting factor for the rate of production of the 
repre~sor were the rate of production of the R moiety of the repressor. 

-!. Th e Coupling Enzymes Ct or C1.-We postulate that there may be present 
in the bacterial cells a class of enzymes to ·which we may refer as coupling enzymes, 
C; and Ch "·hich couple a pecific R moiety, Rt and Rh to the metabolite M ; and llJ i> 

and thus form the repressor REP; and REP 1 respectively. 
·within the class of the degradative enzymes Ei, the corresponding coupling en

zymes C1 might be close to being aturated with respect to the metabolite moiety of 
the repres or. With increasing intracellular concentration of the ubstrate, the 
concentration of the represf.or would then rise more lowly than the concentration 
of the substrate and on this basis one may then expect the substrate to be an inducer 
of the enzyme. 

If a compound Af is a chemical analogue of the metabolite moiety ili of the re
pres or REP, and if the cell cannot transform it into the metabolite moiety .lf, then 
such a compound may reduce the concentration of the reprei'sor by inhibiting the 
coupling enzyme C and thereby enhance the formation of the enzyme E. 

Equ.ations Describing Our Model for Enzyme Repression and Induction.t- Ill a 
bacterial culture, growing at a fixed rate, the total repressor oncentration flo, that 
establishes itself in the stationary state, is proportional to the rate at ''"hich the 
repressor molecules are formed. 

We may compute p, the concentration of the free repres. or molecules, from 
Po, the total concentration of the repressor molecule J by \\Titing 

p = Po - z l + pj K 
pj K 

(lA) 

where K designates the equilibrium constant for the dis~ociation of the repres"or 
molecule from the controlling site of the "unattached" enzyme molecules and z the 
concentration of the enzyme E in the cell. 

In (lA.) the first term represents the total concentration of the repre._sor in tht· 
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cell a11d the second term repre. ents the concentration of those repre sor molecules 
which are combined with the controlling site of an "unattached" enzyme molecule. 
For the sake of keeping our formulae simple we are di regarding here the fact that 
the repressor may alw combine with the catalytic site of the "unattached" enzyme 
molecule . Accordingly (lA) must be amplified '"hen tliis becomes relevant to the 
issue considered. 

We may write (lA) also in the form of (lB) 

z = Po ( 1 - ~) + K (; - 1) (lB) 

\Ve shall de~ignate by r the average time for which a newly-formed Pnzyme mole
cule remains tied to itR enzyme-forming site, when it is not combined with a re
pre'f'Or molecule at it· controlling site. We hall assume that r is large compared 
to the time that it takes for the polypeptide to be formed and to fold up to form 
the attached enzyme molecule. In these circumstance we may say that there 
i · practically always an enzyme molecule attached to the enzyme-forming site, 
and this enzyme molecule is either combined with a repre sor molecule or it is Hot. 

On the basis of our model we may then say that the rate of formation of an 
enzyme, when it is limited by the presence of a repre or molecule in the cell, i:-; 
given by 

rate = g/ r per enzyme-forming site, per unit time (2) 
where q is the probability that the attached enzyme molecule i nut combined at 
its controlling site with a repre ·sor molecule. 

We may write for this probability q, in the presence of a repre~sor REP and an 
inducer 111 

1 JJ. / K,v* q= + 
1 + JJ.! K.fi* + pj K* 1 + JJ. ! Kk* + pj K* 

(3) 

f.J. and p are the intracellular concentrations of the inducer M and the free repre,.,:-;or 
REP, re,.,pectively; K .v* and K* are the equilibrium constants, for the reversible 
dissociation of the inducer molecule X?! and the repressor molecule REP respec
tively, from the controlling site of the attached enzyme molecule. 

In (3) the first term rriyc:s the fraction of the attached enzyme molecule.· which 
are 11ot combi11ed at their controlliug :>ite with either a repre sor molecule REP or 
an inducer molecule Xl. The . econd term represents the fraction of the attached 
enzyme molecules which are combined at the controlling ite with an inducer 
moleeule JJ. 

Formula (3) holds true if the an'rage time that it takes an inducer molecule to 
dissociate from the coutrolli11g :;ite of the attach<>d enzyme molecule is short in 
comparison '"ith r. 

'Ye may \\Tite from (2) and (:i) for the rate of enzyme formation per enzyme
forming site per unit timE' 

1 + f.J. 1\ .fi* 
(3A) 

T } + f.J. I J\ _fj * + p 'J\ * 
The concentration of an enzyme i11 u bacterium that gro"·s at a fixed rate i~ pro-
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portional to the rate at "·hich the enzyme is formed. Accordingly we may 1nitr· 
for z, the intracellular concentration of the enzyme 

z = z* 1 + ).L / KA1* (-l i 
1 + 1-l! KA!* + pj K* 

where z* is the concentration which the enzyme might attain 
absence of any repressor. 

m the cell, 111 thl-' 

In the absence of the inducer M we may write 

- * 1 
z- z 1 + pj K*. 

Equations (4) and (5) give the concentration of the enzyme in the cell independent 
of how many enzyme-forming ite are pre ent in the cell which synthel'ize the sanw 
enzyme. ln (4) and (5), z* repre ent. the enzyme concentration which is obtained 
from these formulae when p, the repressor concentration, becomes zero. 

It should be noted, however, that when the repres or concentration become 
1·ery small and the concentration of the enzyme become corre.:pondingly large, 
the repre sor concentration may cease to be the limiting factor fort he rate of enzymP 
production and something else may become rate-limiting. For this reaFon the en
zyme concentration in the cell might not actually reach the ' 'alue z* , if the rt>pressnr 
t'oncentration goes to zero. 

We may now introduce into our formulae the repression factor f.. wbic·h is delinrd 
by 

X = po/ K*. 

\Ve may then write (5) in the form 

1 
z = z* ----

1 + Xp j Po 

and this we may also write in t.he form 

Po 1 - z/ z*' 
p =-

X z/ z* 

(5A l 

We shall throughout the rest of our discussion invariaLly :tsHII w tbut IH' l:n\'l· 

z* >>Po· 

The Simplified Equations.-For the enzymes E for which 11·e m;t~· 1nite 

K » z* 

the second term in (1A) can be neglected and 1ve may theu 1nitt> 

P = PO· 

In this case (4) and (5) may be written in the form of 

1 + J.l / K.{t* z = z* -----'----'-'----
1 + 1-' I K .u* + PolK* 

I Ii 
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und 

1 
z = z* - ---

1 + Pn/ 1\." 

z* 
(8) 

1- + 1 

\\'hen the;;e .'-implified equat.iow:; holJ, then the rate of enzyme formation is inrle
JWndwt of th' cor1 ·eutration of the enzyme in the bacterium. Accordingly, if an 
inducer is nddcd 10 a gro"·i11g bacterial ·ulture at a gi,·en point in time, the rate of 
enzyme formm ion ,,·ill rise to a ne\\· value at the time when the inducer i added 
::tnd from the11 on it will remain constant. Thi.- could be verified by studying the 
ki11etics of thl' iJ1cluctiou of the enzyme. 

It may he ,;pen from (I ) that if the pre"-ence of the inducer if does not affect. 
p,, . the c·oJH't'ltlration of tlw n'pressor molecule in the cell, then the rate of forma
t ion of the cJizyJnr cmmut ri~P any fn~ter than linearly with the intracellular con
('C'ni.rntion nf 1 he i11JucTr. 

]fit is fouJJd tlw.t thr euzynw oncentrntion rise faster than linearly \Yith the 
intracellnlnr em1eent r:ttion of the inducer, we may then expect either that i.he in
ducrr inhibit;-; :111 enzyme involved in the formation of the metR.bolite moi ty of the 
repres;;or or that it inhibits the enzyme C which couples the metabolite moiety of 
the repre~;;or to the R moiety of the repre sor. or that it doe both. 

Prediction;; Rasrd on the ''Simplijied" Equations.-On the basi of the modPl as 
dc.;:;crihecl hy tlw above given simplified equations \Ve may expect the following: 

(a) If the c<>lls of a bacterial train are incapable of con'i·erting liJ (a chemical 
a nalogur of t h<' rrpressor's metabolite moiety) into M (the rep res. or's metabolite 
moiety it;-;clf), a,nd if the concentration of 111 is fixed, then the chemical analogue J} 
may enhance the formn.tion of the enzyme, provided that it can get into the bac
t erial cc 11. 

The chemien.l nnalogue 111 may be an inducer of the enzyme in such a bacterial 
stmin, either hceausc it competes with the metabolite moiety of the repres or for 
the controlling ;;;itc of the enzyme molecule ·which is attached to its enzyme-forming 
~itc, or bec·ausc it competes \Yith the metabolite M for the coupling enzyme C which 
join. tlw nwtabolitc moiety to the R moiety of the repressor, or for both of these 
n·a;;;ons. 

Iu the cnse of the hio-synthetic pathway leading to arginine the substrate of a 
late cnz~·nw i.' a chemical n.nalogue of arginine. Accordingly, we may expect 
such a suhst rate 1 o induce the enzyme in mutant bacterial strains which cannot 
conYcrt the substrate into arginine. Thus we may expect the enzyme ornithine 
transcmham~·la~e. " ·hich conYerL ornithine into citrulline, to be inducible by 
citrulline. in a mut:mt. strnin \Yhieh cmmot convert citrulline into arginine. 

Luigi norini hn;-; ohscn·ed that ornithine induces the enzyme ornithine trans
carbamyla,.;c in f'ueh a mutant, if the intracellular concentration of arginine is kept 
moderate b~- growing; the bacterium at a fast rate in a chemostat with arginine as a 
controlling gro,rth fnctor. (Om! communications, 1959.) (If the intracellular 
concentration of arginine were kept lO\Y by o-ro\Ying the bacterium at a slow rate 
in the elwmostat, then t lw cnz~·nw ]e,·el "·ould be boosted to a high value and the 
inducing effect of ornithinc wo11lrl not be ob~eiTable.) Since this mutant converts 
ornithine into citrulline, Gorini's ohsenation is consdent with the views here 
prPt"ented. 
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(b) There might exist mutants in ,,·hich the R moiety of the repres or i- pro
duced, but it is produced at such a Jmy rate that it production may be the limitin" 
factor for the production of the repre or when the intracellular concentration of 
the metabolite moiety of the repressor is not too low. On the basis of (7) , \Te may 
then ay that in uch a mutant the formation of the enzyme hould be enhanced by 

adding the repressor's metabolite moiety to the growing bacterial culture. Ac
cordingly, for such a mutant the metabolite moiety of the repre. sor may be an in

ducer of the enzyme. 
Thus, in such a mutant, ~rginine (for instance) should be an inducer of the enzyme 

ornithine transcarbamyla e and it hould be an inducer of thi enzyme for one 
rea:on only, i.e. because it may compete with the repressor for the controlling site 

of the attached enzyme molecule. 
(c) There may exist mutants which are not capable of producing the R moiety 

of the repres or. In such a mutant the enzyme may be produced at the full rate 
and accordingly the enzyme level would be very high. In such a mutant it should not 
be po~ .. ible to repress the enzyme by adding the metabolite moiety of the repr s::;or 
to the gro"·ing bacterial culture. Mutants of this type may be designated n;; 

"absolute con titutive strains. " 
Both Luigi Gorini and Werner l\1aa haYe obtained from a strain of coli, in " ·hich 

the enzyme ornithine transcarbamylase is repre sible by arginine, mutanL iu 
"·hich the enzyme is always maintained at a high level and i not repressible by 
:ugmme. (Oral communicat ions, 1959.) Conceivably these might be mutant 
in "·hich the R moiety of the repressor is not formed, i.e., they might be abwlute 
constitutive strain . 

The Case of z*»K.- We may postulate here, for the sake of argument, a set of 
con tants for "wild type" b<wteria which might be as follows: 

z* = 10-4 mol/1, 

K = I0-6 mol /!; 

Po = I0-6 mol / 1; 

K* = 10-10 mol / ! 

The postulated value of z* = 10-4 mol/1 would mean that a fully boosted enzyme 
amounts to about 10 per cent of the cell proteins. 

The value of Po = 10 - 6 mol/ 1 postulated would be consistent with the a ::;ump
tion that there may be one thousand different repressor pre ·ent in a bacterium 
and the assumption that the R moiety of these repres ors 1 a polyribonucleotide 
of a molecular weight of about 2,000, without having to asi5ume a larger amount of 
soluble RNA in the bacterium than is usually found in bacteria. 

The postulated value of K = 10-s mol/1 means that the free energy change for 
the combination of the repressor with the controlling site of an unattached enzynw 
molecule is about 6.F = 7,000 cal/ mol. This appear. to be a reasonable Yalue if 
we assume that only the M moiety of the repressor has a ::.pecific chemical affinity 
to the controlling site of the unattached enzyme molecule. 

The postulated va lue of K* = IQ-Io mol/1 correspond. to a free energy change pf 

AF = 14,000 cal/mol for the combination of the repressor with the enzyme molecule 
that is attached to its enzyme-forming site. This appear._ to be a reasonable nlltH· 

if we assume that the !II moiety of the repres or ha a pecific chemical affinity 1 o 

the controlling site of the enzyme molecule and that the R moiety of the repre""' •r 
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has a specific chemical affinity to the purine and pyrimidine bases of the enzymeforming ite it elf. 
For the above postulated set of con tants we haxe 

z* » K 

and accordingly the implified equations do not trictly speaking hold. 
X evertheles . for this set of constants, p, the free repressor concentration, would be very close to po, because the enzyme is strongly repressed. We may write for the repression factor X, for our set of constants, 

X = Po/ K* = 104 

and \Ye ha ,.e a<:conlingly for the above postulated set of values 

z* 

K( 
= 1Q- 3 « 1. 

X+ 1) 

In these rircuJHstaJJ e~ p may be close top~. 
Limiting our,.;e)ves, for the moment, to a set of constants where we have 

K » Po 
\H' may uow suy the f(lllowing: 

1f we kLn: to deal with a mutant in ·which the repressor is produced at a n•ry low rate, su that thf' rcprc,.;~:;ion factor>. is small, and if we have 

z* 
> 1 K (X+ I ) ' 

then p, the free repn•ssor concentration, may be much smaller than Po aud, accordingly, the enzyme Je,·el in the cell may then be rather high. This may be seen from (lA) u.s follows : 
We may \\Tite for the second term in (IA) 

p/ K z* p/ K z > -- ---'----
1 + p/ K X + 1 1 + p/ K 

z* P , __ _ 
X+1K 

and thus "·e ol)tain from (1A) 

~ > z* 
p 

1 + K(X + 1) 
and from (.).-\ ) \H' ohtain 

1 * 
z > 1 + A/{1 + z*/[K(X + l)J} z. 

Accordin?:ly. straint; of this type may maintain an enzyme ]e,·el which may be high and whieh might eome close to the fully boosted enzyme level z* of an "absolut.c "Onstitutin:' mut:mt." 
Pnracollshllllii'C Enzymes.- If for an enzyme we have 

Po» K 
and if the other constant, fall ''ithin certain ranges, then the concentration of such 
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an enzyme may be maintained in the cell either at a low stable value or at a high 

stable value--in the absence of any inducer. 
An enzyme for which this holds we shall de ignate as "paraconstitutive." 

The concentration of such a paraconstituti\'e enzyme may be maintained indef

initely at a low level in a proliferating cell culture. But, if once the enzyme con

centration is raised to a sufficiently high level and maintained there long enough to 

establish a stationary state, from there on a high rate of production of the enzyme 

may be permanently sustained---Bven in the absence of an external, or internal, 

inducer. Further, when such a cell, which sustains a high enzyme level, divide~ , 

then the daughter cells which it generates will also sustain a high enzyme level. 

Thu. the property of sustaining a high enzyme level is hereditary even though the 

inheritance is not genic. 
It i not possible to say whether paraconstitutive enzymes exist in bacteria. 

If they did exist, it 'vould be somewhat difficult to recognize them, because if they 

have arisen in the normal course of evolution then it is likely that by now the en

zyme "·ould I e su ~tained at a high level, and the pa~aconstitutive mutant would 

thus gi,·e the appearance of a constitutive mutant. 
It might "·ell be, howe,·er, that the condition Po » K is not fulnlled for any of 

the bacterial enzymes. Perhaps, in order to have thi inequality hold for an en

zyme, it is not sufficient for the controlling site of the enzyme to have a specific 

eom hining affinity for the metabolite moiety of the repressor, but it is also necessary 

for it to have a specific combining affinity for one or more of the units which con

:-:titute the R moiety of the repref,sor. 
Pararonshtutil'e Enzymes and Cellular Differentiation.-Even though the inherent 

in:-:tahility of the enzyme-forming system which is described by our equations might 

play no role in bacteria, it may still be of great interest. It is conceivable that it 

might phy a major role in certain types of cellular differentiation, in higher or~an

isms such as mammals. 
There is no need to assume (and in the casE:! of amphibia there may indeed be 

reason to doubt) that the ea:·ly cellular differentiation involved i11 the formation of 

ectoderm, mesoderm, and eudoderm, is of this type. Still, cellular differentiation 

in the later phases of embryonal development, where an organizer is im·oh·ed, 

might conceivably be based on the inherent instability of fne enzyme-formir)O' 

sy tern here discussed. It is not possible, however, to substaiLiate this at present 

on the basis of available experimental evidence, and it may be very difficult to 

substantiate it even through experiments devised for the purpo1;e. 

Experimental confirmation of the view that the model here discussed may proYide 

the molecular basis of a certain type of cellular differentiation in mammals might. 

however, be obtained in the case of antibody formation in mammal or birds. An 

antibody need not have any enzymatic actiYity, but we shaL assume that it. is in 

some way relat.ed to certain degradative enzymes EJ, present iu the mammalian cell, 

and that the rate of format ion of an antibody Ai is under the C•)ntrol of the repre sor 

which is specific for the~ related enzyme Ei. 
Whether an enzyme makes its appearance in cellular differentiation, proYoked 

by an organizer, or "·hether a specific antibody is formed in response to the injection 

of an antigen, in either ca.se we may a sume that thee\ ent is i riggered by a transient 

reduction of the concentration of a specific repressor. 
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If antiboclies are paraconstitutive proteins, then, once the concentration of a 
particular antibody is rai ed to a sufficiently high level in a lymphatic cell, that 
cell and all its daughter cells may maintain a high rate of production of that anti
body. This "·ould then represent the kind of memory "·hich may form the basis of 
the so-cnllcd secondary response. 

The Enzyme-Forming System of the Mammalian Cell.-We assume that the en
zyme-forming system in the mammalian cell i. described by the same equations 
which n·e haYe postulated for the bacteria. There are certain differences, however, 
betwf'en the mammalian cells here di cussed and the bacterial cell . "Gnder physi
ologi(·al condition. bacterial cells as a rule proliferate. Accordingly, in bacteria 
there i:::; no need for protein turnover, nor do we haYe any rea on to as ·ume that 
the R moi ties of the repre. sors are hydrolyzed in bacteria at an appreciable rate. 
In these <'ircum:tance , in bacterial cells po, the total con entration of a particular 
reprf':::;:-;or in the cell, and z*, the concentration attained by an enzyme which i. pro
duced at the full rate, are both determined by the rate of two processes, i.e. the rate 
at ·which the~e entitie. are formed and the rate at which these entities are diluted 
through the gro'\"\i.h of the bacteria. 

In the (·a~e of mammalian cells which are not in a state of rapid proliferation, "·e 
may in general assume that Po, the concentration of the repressor, and z*, the con
centration of an euzyme which is produced at the full rate, are aLo determined by 
the rate of two processes, i.e. the rate at which these entities are produeed aud the 
rate at. which they are hydrolyzed. 

The rate of hydroly~ is of the proteins is presumably determined by the ]eYe! of 
aC'tivity of the proteolytic enzymes in the cell. The rate of hydroly..::is of the re
prc:::;f'ors is presumably determined by the level of activity of . ome hydrolytic en
zyme H which may universally hydrolyze the R moieties of all of the repressor,;. 

\\' c shall af;:-;ume that the R moiety of the various specific repres or. is hydrolyzed 
in the eell at the f;:-tme rat.e whether the specific repressor i free or is combined \Yith 
the controlling l'ite of an "unattached" enzyme molecule. This is not an umea
l'!onu ble as. ·ump1 ion be<:ause the repressor molecule combine· with an unattached 
cnz~'mc molecule in large part by virtue of the chemical affinity of the repre sor' ' 
.lf moiety to the <·n11trolling site of the enzyme molecule. If the R moiety if' indeed 
:t polynuc-leotide. 1 hen the first, or the first few, ba es of the polynucleotide may 
ul'<' <"lllnbine \Yith the controlling site of an unattached enzyme molecule, but the 
r<' ,'-'l of thE nucleotide will presumably remain freely exposed to the hydrolytic action 
• ,f uur hypoth('ti('::tl enzyme H. 

\\·e shall pre~ently. how that if the relevant con tants fall within a certain range, 
(JlH>t<'cl belO\Y, then aC'cording to equation (1) and (5) the enzyme concentration z 
exhibit~ the eharacteristics which we have attributed to paraconstitutive enzymes. 

If " ·e equate z ginn by (lB) and given by (5A), we obtain a cubic equation for 
p. For the belo"·-quotcd range of the constants this cubic equation has three posi
ti,·e roots \Yhich represent the self-sustaining free repressor concentrations. Ac
c-ordingly there may be three self-sustaining pair of Yalues for p and z which we 
>=hall designate (in the order of increasing values of z and decrea ing values of p) 
\Yit h PJ. Z1, pz, Zz, and P3, Z3. 

Of these, three self-sustaining pairs of values the first and the last pair, PI, z1 and 
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P3, za represent stable points. The intermediate pair p2, z2 represents an unstable 
point. 

We shall refer to za as a high stable enzyme concentration and to P1 as the high 
stable repressor concentration. To P2 we shall refer as the "critical" repressor 
concentration. 

In the case of a paraconstitutive enzyme, if p, the free repressor concentration, is 
lowered below pz, the critical free repressor concentration (for a period of time which 
is sufficiently long for the establi hment of a stationary state), and if thereafter the 
free repressor concentration is permitted to find its o\\·n level, then the free repressor 
concentration will decrease to its low stable value P3· Correspondingly, the enzyme 
concentration will rise to its high stable value Z3. 

For any arbitrarily chosen value of p which we maintain in the cell long enough 
to establish a stationary state, we can determine from equations (1B) and (5A) 
whether the free repressor concentration would thereafter fall or ri e in the cell 
when it i. allowed to find its own level. In order to make this determination we 
substitute the arbitrarily chosen value p (to whirh we shall refer as the te. t value) 
into (lB) and (5A), and find from both of these expre :ions the corresponding value 
for z. 

The rate of enzyme production, for a given free repressor concentration, is ex
pressed by (5A) and if the value for z obtained from this expression is higher than 
the ,·alue for z obtained from (1B), then we may say that the repres or concentra
tion "·jlJ decrea e when it is permitted to find its own level. In the opposite case 
we may say that the repressor concentration v.rill increase \vhen it is permitted to 
find its 0\\'11 level. 

\Ve propo. e to utilize below this simple rule, in order to establish the fact that 
there ex ist t\rO stable self-sustaining values P1 and P3, if the constants fall within the 
range quoted belov.·. 

,,.e shall now show that if we have 

z* 
K('A - 1) > 3 (9) 

and 

po/z* < 10 (10) 

then there is a stable point at which WP have for the lo"· self-sustn,ining free repressor 
concentration Pa 

0 < P3 < Po/ 'A . 

In order to show this we choose for our test concentration p = Pc/'A . Sub tituting 
this value of pinto (5B) we obtain 

.c:(from 5B) 1 

z* 2 

Substituting the same value for p into (lA) we obtain 

z(from lA) 
z* 

K('A 1) 
~ (1 +'A) + 
'A z* 
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If "·e take (9) and (10) into account •ve i'ee that the value for z (from 1A) is less 
than the .-alue for z (from 5B). Therefore, p, when it i permitted to find its own 
le.-el (after being held at p = Po/ 1.. for an adequate period of time), will decrease and 
moYe to its low stable value, pa. 

For the corresponding high stable Yalue of the enzyme concentration za we may 
•nite 

z*/2 < za < z* . 

.:\ext, \\·e propose to determine P1 , the high stable concentration of the free re
pressor, and P2, the critical concentration of the free repressor. We obtain these 
self-su;-;taining values from (1B) and (5A) by '\Vriting 

z (from 1B) = z (from 5A) (11) 

and by finding the roots of this equation. 

Writing out (11) explicitly we obtain 

Po (1 - ~Po) + K ('!_Po - 1) - z* 
1 

- 1 + /..p j Po 
(llA) 

which we may also write in the form 

1 " = ----------------------·---------Po/z*(1 - pf po)PI Po + K / z*- K / z*(pf po) 
(•llB) 

If we have 

'!_ Po » !i 
Po z* z* 

(12) 

and 

z* 1 --- »1, 
Po 1 - pj Po 

(13) 

then ''"e may simplify (liB) by leaving off the second term and we thu obtain 

1 
(14) 

or 

or 

nud 

P1 

Pc 

Po 

" = -------------------------------Pol z*(l - pf po) PI Pc + K / z*- K / z*(p/po) 

(p / po)2 - (1 - K / po) pf po + z*/ po/.. - K / po = 0 

- K j Po + Jv [l -K/ Pr] 2 
- 4 [z* I pol.. - K/ Pol\ 

2 

1 - K / po - Jvo - K / po) 2
- 4[z*/ po/.. - K / po])\ 

2 

(14A) 

(14B) 

(14C) 
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The quantity under the square root in (14B) and (14C) is positive if we have 

(15) 

and 

A > 5z* / Po· (16) 

We hall now, for the purpo e of our di ·cu ion, assume a .-et of con tant which 
satisfy the inequalities that we have assumed above and actually compute the 
p1/ Pc and P2/ p0 from (14B) and (1-!C) in order to obtain the values for PI and P2· 

For the purpose of our discussion we a ume the fol1o\\ing et of constants: 

z* = 10-3 moljl; Po = 10-s mol/ 1; K = 10-10 molj l; 
K* = 10-14 moljl. 

This ~et of values satisfie the inequalitie assumed above (\Yhich represent a 
~ufficient condition for an enzyme to be paracon.titutive) and, in particular, we ob
tain for this set of constants A = Pol K* = 106 and z* / K (A - 1) = 10. 

The following comment may be made concerning the particular values chosen for 

our con:tants: 
.r* = 10- 3 moljl means that if, even at zero repre ·sor concentrations, the enzyme 

were formed at the rate corresponding to (5A), then the amount of enzyme in the 
ecll \Yould just about equal the total protein content of the rell. 

!{ = 1Q-Io moljl corresponds to a free energy change of t::.F = 1-1,000 cal/ mol for 
the (·ombiuation of a repre or molecule with the eontrolling site of an "unattached" 
enzyme molecule. It seem likely that both the metabolite moiety and the R moiety 
of the repressor" ould need to have a substantial chemical affinity to the controlling 
site of the unattached enzymE molecule in order to have a free energy change of thi 
magnitude. 

For the abO\'e quoted valees of the constants we obtain from (1-!B) for the high 
stable repres or concentratic•n PI = 0.9 Pc and from (HC) for the critieal repre~ or 
concentration P2 = 0.11 po. 

This means that it would be sufficient to lower the free repressor concentration 
to 11bout one tenth of po in order to trigger the enzyme-forming system and cause the 
cell thereafter to maintain, indefinitely, the enzyme at a high eoncentratioll, i.e. 
nt a concentration lying somewhere between z* / 2 and z*. 

The set of values which we have assumed for our constant, '"as. eleeted becau:<e 
it appear conceivable that a quite similar et of values might hold for antibodies 
formed in the lymphatic cells of the adult rabbit that are capable of forminO' nnti
bodies which are specific for an antigen injected into the rabbit. 

These cells might be characterized-in comparison to the lymphatic cells of the 
newborn rabbit and the non-lymphatic . omati(· cell. of the adult rabbit-by an 
increased level of activity of the hypothetical hydrolytic enzyme H. On this 
basi. , we may a . ume that the value of Po and of the repre!':::;JOn factor A that holds 
for the lymphatic celb of the adult rabbit. which are capable of forminO' antibodie. 
is perhap ten times lo\\'er than the corre~ponding Yalues in those other celb, whieh 
are not capable of forming antibodie;-;. 

This possibiEty is discussed in detail in the follo\\-ing paper, "The molecular basi:-; 
of antibody formation," \Yhich attempts to explain a number of phenomen:t in-
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voh·ed iu antibody formation on the ba is of the phenomenon of enzyme repression 
in bacteria. 

It is conceivable that in attempting to build a theory of antibody formation on 
this foundation we may be building a hou e of cards for in spite of the rapid progress 
made in the la ·t two years "·ith respect to enzyme repression in bacteria, many of 
the conclu ions drawn from the experiments are still largely based on circum
stantial evidence. This holds in particular for the conclusion, here adopted, that 
the repre:::sor control the rate at which the enzyme is formed by the enzyme-forming 
site rather than the rate of formation of the enzyme-forming ite it elf. 

Clearly, we cannot attempt at present to say how antibodies are actually formed; 
at be~t m~ may be able to say how antibodie might conceivably be formed. But 
1 o be able to say eYen thi much might be of some \'alue. 

I lwd the privilege of di ·cu ... ing the thought expres ed in thi. paper with Dr. 
::'lburi'"e . Fox, The Rockefeller Insbtute, Xe\Y York, and it is a pleasure to ac
knuwledge his help in c-larifying the is ue involved. 

*The all thor 1'tarted working on this paper while serving as a consultant to the Ba;;ic Research Program. ::\ationn.l Institute of :\!ental Health, ::\"ational Institutes of Health, L.t'. Public Ill' a It h .:prvice, Uepart ment. of Health, Education, and Welfare. In later phases the work "·a 
~ u p port Pd by a Hr!<('areb Grant of the~ ational In~titutes of Health . 

t A ~imilar model wa« proposed independently by 0. Yraalpe and presented at an informal -emiJJar <tt the Cavclldi~h Laboratory in Cambridge in 1958: it "ill be described in Jficrobial 
Gr '' ' lirs (Cambridge t :nivrrsity Pres~, 1960). 

t '\ ut :tt iow<: 

]( EP i~ t hP ~pceifi<.: rC:'pre sor which controls the rate of formation of an enzyme and which io 
<'omposcd of two moietie , an .V moiety and an R moiety. 

J/ if' a metabolik, whieh forms the metabolite moiety of the repre sor. 
It i~ the R moiet)· of a repressor, which is specific for enzymes lying along a certain stretch 

uf :t given bio<·lH'mieal pathway. 
11· * i~ the equililJrium con~tant for the ills ociation of a. repres or molecule from the control

ling Rite of the <·orresponding enzyme molecule that is attached to its enzyme-forming 
~ill '. 

J\. i~ tlrr equilibrium constant for the dissociation of a repressor molecule from the control
lillg ;:itc oft he· ·unatt:J~:hed" enzyme molecule, pref:'ent in the cell. 

1\. ' .v i;; the equilibrium constant for the dissociation of a chemical analogue lif, of the me
tal•olite .~[, from the controlling site of an enz:yme molecule attached to its enzyme
forming ~ite. 

1\ .fr is the equilibrium eon~t:1nt for the dissociation of the chemical analogue M from the 
eon trolling ~ite of an unattached enzyme molecule contained in the cell. 

p.. i~ the collf'l'llt ration oft hr molc>rules of the repressor REP in the cell. 
p i~ the rorr<·l·nt ration of the frre repressor molecules in the cell, i.e. of those repressor 

molP('Uh'~ "·hich arc not combined with an unattached enzyme molecule. 
JJ. i~ :1 c·orH·ent ration oft lw rhen:Ucal metabolite Min the cell. 

,\ 

i~ the corH'l'll t rat ion of t lw "unn t tae bed·· enzyme molecu leE in the cell. 
ii' the l·oncentr:rtion that the rnz.nne would attain in the cell, fo r p = 01 if \\·e disregard 
the f:H·t that f:ll'lor~, which our formulae do not take into account, may limit the rate of 
the format i<111 oft lw l'llz)·me for high Yah res of z. 
i,; the reprf'~~ion fac·tor d<'fined hy ;>.. = Pul "*. 
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